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ABSTRACT 


This paper analyzes several issues related to the intersection oC artificial intelligence and 

inCormation retrieval, especially in the area oC expert systems. In particular, we look at problems 

such as determining choice and form oC representations in information, tra.nsparent interface as 

··black box" in information systems, and lack oC system self-knowledge (performance brittleness). 

It is indicated that in the area of expert systems for information retrieval, major concerns are 

user awareness oC the limits oC a given system, user modelling in general, and fa.cilities for system 

self-awareness and expla.nation. Expert system interfaces to larger conventional systems, 

designed to serve a.n end user (patron or information client) directly, have dominated research in 

expert syst.ems in IR, though there exist. numeroWl ot.her poeeibilltiee for AI research in other 

areas oC information retrieval, such .. claaamcation, indexing, a.nd relerence relerral systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The area of expert systems is a specialization within the larger area of artificial intelligence, 

which in turn is a specialty within a larger, multidisciplinary context. Likewise information 

retrieval draws on other disciplines both a8 problem areas and a8 conceptual relatives. One 

problem with viewing "information storage aDd retrieval" (ISleR) as a pouible domain ror the 

development of aD expert system is that lOme form of representation is inherent in any 

information system (e.g., a citation in an index as a surrogate "representation" for the a.ctual 

paper). Construction of an expert system in ISleR might involve building a representation of 

such an information representation, but might also mean building a representation from scratch. 

There is little work on ISleR expert systems reported in mainstream AI publications, though 

information scientists have published numerous systems development reports outside the major 

AI channel.. 

This paper discusses poesible roles or expert systems in information storage and retrieval 

(ISleR), and explores ialues in the development or such systeDlJ. It will attempt to co",er the 

main them. in expert systems as related to ISH, though it will not attempt to identify all 

systems extant in this faat-crowing area. AD. expert system is deflDed here a8 any flexible 

computer program/system which caa. solve complex problems at an expert level, aDd explain 

itself to the humaa. user. DivisioDi in systeDlJ identified are largely by task or subdomain. This 

paper will be divided into three main sectiona: 

• Identification or some or the major ialu. or dealing with expert SYliems in ISleR; 

• A section discussing individual systems developed 10 far; and 

• A section on needs and issues not yet addressed in actual applications. 
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Since no single knowledge representation "paradigm" prevails, overall comparisons among 

systems using rules, semantic networks, frames, scripta, logic formalisms, or combinations 

thereof are inherently inconclusive. Notwithstanding this limitation, this paper will attempt to 

look at issues and commonalities from a functional viewpoint. 

Information storage and retrieval ia meant in this paper to encompua bibliographic 

organization in the broadest sense; that ia, it concerna any inIormation organization 

tasks/problems which can been seen u pertaining to, or the responsibility of, information science 

or librarianship. Thus, indexing, abstracting, systems desip, and other areu are implied along 

with actual retrieval of factual or reference (citations) information. Because of the large amount 

or work done in the area of online bibliol1'aphic retrieval systems, this area may by derault 

receive disproportionate attention. 

A problem which emerges from the ISleR side or the study concerns the definition of 

expert systems. While it appears that within AI, roulh consensus emts on a definition, the 

literature in information retrieval suaesta synonymous use of the term. "expert system", 

"intelligent front-end", and "user-friendly interface." That is, the designation "expert system" is 

sometimes applied to systems not built by the procese or knowledge acquisition from a human 

expert in a given domain. In tbia paper, the systems are necesearily taken at face value, but an 

attempt hu been made to clarify the authors' varying definitioDli of expertiH or intelligence in a 

system. There may be reason for concern over such artificial synonymity, inIofar as it tends to 

ignore the possibility of intelligence in a machine system not designed u an expert system, or 

implies that UHr-rriendl~E!!I in a system not designed u an expert system always requires 

machine intelligence. 
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II. GENERAL PARAMETERS 

One well-known rubric l holds that appropriate domains Cor construction oC rule-based 

systems are likely to be: 1) domains where knowledge is di8'uae, not codified in anyone unified 

theory (e.g., clinical medicine preCerable to physical; 2) those domam. where procHS4!S can be 

represented a.s a set oC independent actions; and 3) those in which knowledge can be differentiated 

Crom the way in which the knowledge is used. Forsyth [A.2 ,p.I"1 gives a fairly similar 

characterization ot "suitable/unsuitable" features in potential domaina • 

.• Suitabl." 

Djapoetic 

No established theory 

HumaD. expertise scarce 

Data "noWy"/imprecise 

.• UMuitabl." 

Calculative 

M-.ic Formula exists 

HumaD. es:pertise plentiful 

F acts are known precisely 

Th... cafie&ori.ations must or course be judged critieally against unique Ceatures of any 

prospective domain, smce, tor example, the exiatence or the "calculative" need not mean that the 

algorithms involved are not quite ditBcult to manipulate. Or, it human expertise is not especially 

scarce, it may be diffuse and unc:odilied. 

I R. D."i, &lid 1. 1. Ki••• "Aa o"...i_ ot prodadioD..,.c.ma.· ia: E. E1c:oc.1t aad D. MiclLi....., Alac/UfU/ 1,",1/;,'''411 I (Chi
ell.Hr, EDllaad: Ellil Horwood, Ii"), pp. 3(10..331. 

http:E1c:oc.1t
http:prodadioD..,.c.ma


Note that a "diagnostic'" pf'oblem is considered to be any area where there exist several 

poesible answers, and the difficulty lies in selecting the right one or the least improbable ones, 

What lends interest both to traditional librarianship and inCormation science as potential 

domains is the great "generality" oC knowledge held by specialists in each area. 

Two expert systems/AI review articles may be noted as indicators oC the growth oC interest 

among inCormation specialists. Cercone and McCalla [A.l] delineate the intellectual roots of AI 

within linguistics, computer science, electrical engineering, psychology, and philosophy. They 

identiCy eight sub-areas in AI: 

• Natural language understanding 

• Computer vision 

• Search/ problem-solving/ planning 

• Theorem proving and locic programming 

• Knowledge representation 

• Machine learning 

• Expert systems 

• Miscellaneous eforts including game planing, speech understanding, AI approaches to 
education, 

and so on. 

Yaghmai and Maxin [A.5] cover definitions and approaches to knowledge representation in 

expert s>,'stems, summariJe current state-of-the-art limitationa, and identify issues and trends 

ror the future. They make the interesting prediction [p,303! that in the 1990's expert systems 

will start to proliferate in areas where there were previously no human experts. 



m. ISSUES IN THE CONTEXT OF INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAI.. 

A. 	 Capabilities Needed 

One could consider intelligent system research to rocus both on systems which "behave" 

intelligently, and on intelligent interfaces to systems with larger unintelligent components. 

Sparck Jones [B.ll], well known for her exJMrimental work with non-Boolean information 

retrieval methods, takes this view. 

One example worth explaining here is that or the large bibliographie utilities which have 

emerged in the laat 10-15 years. DIALOG, BRS (Bibliographic Retrieval Service), and SOC 

(System Development Corporation) are three of the larger examples of these online vendors of 

multiple bibliolraphic (citation)and non-bibliographic (fact-retrieval) databues. As these 

vendors may offer access to more than a hundred databues, each or which may. contain millions 

or hundreds or thousands or multi-Seld reeorda, use or inverted indo: &1es (i.e. acees.! via 

alphanumeric arrays with pointers to each reeord a.ddress applicable) haa been necessary to avoid 

impOl8ibly long search tim.. online. One of the main advantag.. to the. Boolean search 

operations used is the relatively hish speed obtained by exam.ining only thoee portions of the 

indo: actually used in a query. Unfortunately Boolean algebra does not allow ror partial 

matching, u.d is rurther limited by iii inability to weipt output by ranked deereaae in order of 

mat.ching criteria. Future improvements on the current systems arehiteeture are still in the 

realm of speculation. F or the moment, many of the "lntelligent interfac.... noted by Sparek 

Jones are dlreeted at improving on the command-baaed, basically nonfrieDdly online systems 

which the major vendors offer today. 

Basic capabilities needed ror internal knowledge representation in an intelligent 

inCormation retrieval system include, as Sparck Jones sees it: 
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1. Cla.s.sification and concept formation, 

2. Summarizing and abstracting, 

3. Selection and retrieval filtering, and 

4. Planning and modeling. 

It should not surprise us that these look ramillar, if we accept Weise and Kulikowski's 

description ot the classificatory nature ot knowledge- bued expert systems [AA, p.17]. The 

Hayes-Roth text observes, indeed that " ... workers in thia field speculate that the most important 

by-product or expert systems will be the codification or knowledge" [A.3, pp. 27-281. 

Basic needs for such a system might also be described in terms or types of knowledge 

needed. Pollitt's [B.a] characterilation or types to incorporate include the categories: 

1. System, 

2. Search, 

3. Subject knowledge, and 

4. Knowledge or the individual user. 

One could go a step further than thia, and ins~ad. of types or knowledge, look at functional 

types of knowled,e representation. Smith and Warner [B.101 describe such a taxonomy of 

information retrieval representations, b ....d on the represented focWJ of each category. These 

authors list representations for: 

1. Objects - e.g. documents as objects; or queries, such as representations which link 

terms with boolean operators, vs. those which act on the query as a vector of terms (possibly 

weighted); 
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2. Relationahips - or document to a given query (relevance), or term to term (as in 

linkages or corresponding terms in different controlled vocabularies), or document to document 

(as in citation analysia); 

3. Processes - representationa or documenta, ror instance, vary chie8y in the processes or 

algorithms (in automatic indexing) used to generate them-each procese could be seen as a 

method for identifying optimal indexing terms; 

4. The choice of repositories or knowledge to be represented - not only documents as 

information sources, but human experts, and moreover collections of data; 

5. Knowled,e about users --.;. ideally, dynamic representation, as for instance in 

representing the cumulative experience of users of a system in a form helpful to later users; and 

6. Scope and limitations of the SYltem: in other words, how well the system can define 

itaelt to the user. 

This capability of system self-awaren_ is an _e Buchanan [B.l.1 explores from an 

external viewpoint, in the context ot documentation. He note.e that system manuals usually do 

not adequately di.scUIB the appropriate WMI of a procram, nor define the procram's limitations. 

He strnaes the desirability 01 ereatins intelligence uaistanta that carry an awarenese o( their own 

problem-solvins abilities and can explain them. The rationale for use o( online documentation 

seeml to be supported by the experience 01 the desilDers o( one interactive tutorial LISP 

pr9cram;2 WiDSton (ound that studenta learn LISP several times ruter using the online tutorial 

than in typical duwoom/lab settins, and haa (urther stated that mOlt users seem averse to 

consultinS the printed manuals at all.3 

Goli._ Co __ usp, Verlioa 1.00, Gold Hill CompuMr., lac., 1913. 


a Pa&rick Wi ..&oa, lAc,.,.. a& tb.1aMrDa&ioaaJ Summer S_iUf OD A.I. J.)Qbronia. 'IT All ..... ' 19.4. 
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In comparing the capabilities proposed by a number of writers as need for intelligent 

information retrieval, the consensus seems to emerge as comprising, at minimum, the following 

performance capabilities: 

1. Claaaification/ concept creation; 

2. creation of document representationa--as in abstracting and summari.ing, as well as 

creating bibliographic citations and accesa pointaj 

3. building non-document representation of knowledge-from human experts, from 

collections of data; 

4. modelling activities-e.g. user modelling, procesa modelling (as in choice of a method of 

indexing), modelling the query formulation; 

5. search and retrieval filtering-aa in improvement. over Boolean term matching, to allow 

for partial matching; and 

6. ability or a system to understand and explain it. own limitations. 

Through all the theoretical considerations thus far, two main emphases seem to run: the 

user's awareness, and the selt-awarenesa of the system. A1J will be seen later, there are costs and 

tradeoff. connected with each, and the two facton may need to be weighed against each other in 

the design of a system. 

B. Applications 

At the most general level, Smith [B.81 mentions three clasaes of AI applications to 

information retrieval: reference retrieval, data/fact retrieval, and instructional systems. 

Presumably Sparek Jones' distinction between intellig.nt systems and intelligent interfaces to 

large unintelligent systems could be drawn within each of these three categories. 

http:intellig.nt
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In another broad grouping, Dejong [B.3l identified four categories or AI applications to IR: 

1. human-database interfaces; 

2. conceptual indexing; 

3. automatic data entry (in which the system can read and "understand" text to be added 

to a database); and 

4. active memory, e.g. involving wse ot deductive data retrieval, or storing rules that 

characterise data elements (rather than storinl the data elements themselves). 

Expert systems could also provide a means ot alternative publication. K. P. Jones [B.4\ 

suggests that traditional printed. publicationa which are diBicult both to compile a.nd to WIe, e.g. 

timetables or chemistry handboou, miaht be lenerated. by a.n expert system which has a report

writinl module either u its central function or u a component. A. Michie [8.sJ Dotes in his talk 

on 'Knowledge refineries," expert system "computers u co-authors" might one day supersede the 

human writinl ot manuals. To Michie's comment, one might reply: when that happens, we will 

probably want "them" to do it better! 

More speci&c examples or expert systems applications which have been suggested tor 

information retrieval include creation or claui&cation schemes for library catalogs, systems tor 

cataloguing (i.e. physiea1 description on an item, pIa choice of accees points), user-friendly 

interfaces to large online collectiou, automatic indexing systems, and query bued interlaces to 

the multi-d.tab.... systems ot various online bibliographic vendors. While all these applications 

are significant, thil p.per will foca on the last area, th.t ot online search intermediaries. 

Descriptiou of some typical systems follow. 
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IV. INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS OF SYSTEMS 

While most of these projecta relate to online search "intermediary systems," a few from 

other areas of information retrieval have b"n included where useful to illustrate some approach 

not implemented elaewhere. This listing it by no means exhaustive, but rather an attempt to 

illustrate major types of intermediary systems developed or under development thus far. 

Acronyms for the systems will not be defined here unl.. conaidered necessary to the reader's 

understanding. 

Several commercial systems have ~n developed which function as database access software 

or "gateways," not expert systema in level of performance or in e.xplanatory capabilities, but 

useful, query-based toola for the novice user of dial-up online document retrieval systems [C.9, 

C.15]. TheM may offer features such .. command and responae traoalation into more natural 

language, storage of search strategies and responses, logical multiplaing to permit multiple users 

(as in Toliver [C.16\), tutorial modules, and other user helpa. Unlike front-ends marketed by the 

online vendor directly, SCI-MATE [C.4] o!era a common command language for searching 

multiple vendors' systems, and adds the feature of a databue management system for handling 

personal databases. 

When implemented PLEXUS [C.17} is to be a referral system, i.e., not an interface to a 

larger remote database, but a SOUlce of advice on which reference tools (computerized databases 

or printed works) may aid in a given search. This system could serve as assistant to the 

reference librarian or the end user. The prototype system will. be restricted to the area of 

horticulture. In the latest progress report, the authors state that the knowledge base is 

implemented in PROLOG with the remaining elementa (user interface, data bue management, 

production rules) in PASCAL. The system it to be implemented on a SIRIUSI microcomputer 

with 850K RAM memory and a 20 Megabyte hard dilk. 
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Trial development of a prototype system in more than one version, i.e. using different 

hardware and different software shells, haa been attempted by orily two information projects 

known to this author. Both are in the area of cataloguing. 

The HEADS project [C.l], being carried out at the University of Manchester, uses for one 

version the ES/P Adviser marketed by Expert Systems International, running on an ACT Sirius 

1 or IBM PC. The second version h .. been rewritten Crom the lirst in SAGE version 1.3 (from 

SPL Internatio~al), and rum on the Prime 750. 

In the ESSCAPE cataloging project, Hjerppe and collaborators [C.51 did a series of test of 

the commercial tools EMYCIN and EXPERT-EASE Cor certain cataloging applications. They 

have recently completed the lirst version or a coroilary system on a related topic: an advisory 

system tor authority control ot personal names. Their paper is notable, too, for the· useful. 

concise summary given ot the differences between the system versioDl ESCAPE/EMYCIN and 

ESSCAPE/Expert-Ease. 

The Searcher'. Workbench is described by ita authors Williams and Preece [C.181 as an 

intelligent fronHnd to a model search system. This menu-driven system Wall designed with 

tutorial Ceatures Cor novice users, aDd aD escape from the tutorial tor experienced searchers. A 

touch panel is uaed tor input ot everythinl except the search terms themselves. 

Ta1dna the search aubtaak or ..istinl users with selection ot the right controlled 

vocabulary terms, Shoval [C.121 developed a system uainl a declarative representation scheme, 

structured .. a semantic network. 

The scripta approach is refleeted in the CSIN system, described in Horowitl and Bergman 

[C.6J, w.. characteriled as a pre-prototype inteiligeni terminal desiped to streamline the 

chemical inCormation query procese by capturinl the resulta ot one search, reformatting them as 

"acceptable" input to another system, and executing another retrieval. The first prototype "will 



automate a selected set of prede6.~ed multi-system query sequences known as 'scripts' ," 

Another project reflecting the "scripts" approach to representation also deala with chemical 

information, in this case Chemical Ah..tract.t cited documents on environment pollution. Smith 

and his collaborators [C,13, C.14] state that this system relies on the encoding of episodic and 

semantic knowledge in a frame system, The system is notable here all reSecting the perspective 

of indexers at Chemical Abstracts Service, i.e. the vendor perspective. 

Restriction to toy databases has been a limitation for mOlt reeearch in non-Boolean 

retrieval, in that results may not be generalizable to the large-seale colleeti011l of real1ife. Thus, 

it may be argued that CITE-NLM [C.3J represents an advance, since this medical natural 

language interface to an online catalog Wall able to make UH of a large scale database (National 

Library of Medicine). This system UHII a weighted combinatorial search procell aa a refinement 

over raw Boolean term matching. 

The pilot project INFOS is being encoded as a small production rule system (about 50 rules) 

dealing with the online search procell. lNFOS is sipificant for the audience it addresses: 

intended UH is by small information brokerage companies. The system is being developed by 

Obermeier and Cooper [C.10] at The Ohio State University. 

Marcus' system, EXPERT [C.71, developed out of the earlier CONIT projects at M.I.T. 

Though also aimed at the end UHr, EXPERT comes dOH!' to this paper's definition of an expert 

system aa it incorporates, in a menu-driven mode, aai8tance with database selection, search 

topic concept formulation, automatic tr&11llation of concepti into search statements, and 

relevance feedback for reformulation of search strategy". This is a production system controlled 

by goal-directed forward-chaining regime. Though preeent system requirementl are not known, 

the CONIT-4 version required 1 megabyte of memory in the M.I.T. Multies systems. 
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Poaible uses of machine learning have been little addres.sed by current systems in 

information retrieval. One ongoing project is found outside the 'intermediary/interface system" 

group. This concerns automatic thesaurus construction in the domain of medical literature {at 

the National Library of Medicine}. Roy Rada [c.nl and coUeagues a.re trying to build onto 

MeSH (Medical Subject Headings, a controlled vocabulary of medical terms) to develop a 

knowledge bue for reasoning about document retrieval. 

The ADVISE system described by Mlchalaki and Baskin [C.81 is a meta-expert syst.em 

equipped with multiple forms of knowledge representationa, multiple control strategies, and 

sophisticated learning capabilities. Knowledge may be encoded in the system by means of if/then 

rul., networks, and relational tables. Nor is the user limited to a single control strategy a.s is 

generally the cue in current commercial expert system "ahella." Learning capabilities can be 

valuable both the development phase ot the system and in ita periodic improvment. 

Since this meta-expert system conatitutes an intearated set of tools for the contruc:tion of 

expert systems in varioWi domains, there is great potential here tor information retrieval 

applicationa. Some of this potential is currently being exploited in a current project by tbis 

author. The expert system beinl built dem with one specific area of online intormation 

retrieval, choice of databue(a} to be searched. This is an area generally underempha.sized in 

current systema research. Though some online vendors have screenin. files which will tell a 

searcher the number of poetings for a given term (or term combinational in a given databa.se, use 

ot term poetinp alone for database choice can be misleading. Types of materiala covered, level 

ot speeiaillation, languages indexed, aDd allAY other tactors may oCten be aI important in 

choosing the best dat.abue(s) tor a search as are ~rm poetinp. 

This project will use multiple experts, focusing OD databases in lire sciences and engineering, 

and will also attempt to make some obH"ationa about the nature of "expertise" in sucb a 

http:databa.se


"generalist" domain as inform.t:ion retrieval. 

The learning capabilities of the ADVISE shell will be exploited, where possible, to compare 

rules obtained from experts with rules induced by the system from examples. Moreover I the 

system can use existing rules with new examples to generate new rules, which should be useful for 

ongoing improvement of the system, even on a search-by-search basis. 
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V. ISSUES, AND PROBLEMS OF PERSPECTIVE 

Iuue!! of repre!!entation are several, even within the general categorie!! of what to represent, 

what Corm of representation to use, and which are the Cunctions best included in repre!!entatioDs. 

These can be viewed Crom the sy.tem perspe.:tive (e.g. indexing), or Crom the query perspective. 

Much experimental work in information retrieval haa concentrated on development of document 

representations automatically-e.g., automatic indexing, automatic daaification of documenta, 

automatic term clustering. These development efforts are only feasible Crom the system 

perspective; two example!! are the perspective of the onli.ne vendor oC multiple databases, and 

other developers of databaaes. Though the Cormer may pro~de enhancements to a database 

usually developed elsewhere, the vendor is generally limited by prior design decisions made by the 

original developer. 

From the query perspective, one may adopt the perspective or the expert or the end user. 

An example of the former, representation of expertise could be developed. via functional analysis 

oC the expert's tuka. Deerwester [B.21 takes this approach, in attempting to develop a. 

conc('pt.ual description, the Retrieval Expert Model, with the reCerence librarian u the archetype. 

He poetulat.. that this expert begins with a ..t ot general search strategies, and constructa other 

needs-specific strategies by tryinl and modilyiDl existing search strategies [pp. 58-59J. 

TaJdDl the WIer perspective here means developing concepts about users in order to better 

predict their neea. HoW' this "user" knowled,e is to be obtained, or itae1t categorised, is a major 

issue. Studies have been done usia, sterotypes Ie a mechanism Cor modelling, e.g. by Rich [B.11. 

Another study of user. employed schema theory, bued. on characterisation or research paradigms 

in a given scientific subfield Ie "procedural scripta" [B.12). The idea Wle that the scripta which a 

scientist Collows, a system might learn. 
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Note that efforts to model users may obscure somewhat a related issue: whether to 

maximize operations performed for the user automatically and invisibly, or to stress more 

interaction with the user in the hope of making clear the subtler system constraints. As so many 

of the online intermediary systems developed to date assume users are novices,the trade-offs 

must. be considered carefuny. 

One thorny problem in information retrieval by subject involves the trade-offs between the 

rigidity of controlled vocabulary (thesaurus) approaches and the enormous imprecision of natural 

language or "Cree text" searching. Full-text databases (meaning those which include not only 

citation but also the complete referenced paper), though often halled by their developers as the 

answer to Cree-text subject. search difficulties, have not t.hus Car been proven to increase the 

quality of the subject search. Natural language appears to be too rich and too contextual not to 

need structuring for effective subject searching ot a literat.ure. In fact, a recent report on one 

full-text litigation database reported a surprisingly low 20% recall (relevant. references 

retrieved/known relevant references in a database) rate on the average.· 

Problems related to the lack of any complete English grammar in nat.ural language systems 

emerge as a concern in this context. In fact, Dejong wonders whether it is actually better to 

have a natural language "understander" in a syatem, it the end user would have benefitted Crom 

the process of inputting the query in some formal language which would have required 

clarification of the request in the user's mind [B.3J. Though indeed the WIer might then have a 

better awareness ot the constrainta ot Boolean searching, this could make the intermediary 

system seem more cumbersome and I .. useful. Moreover, aa to the benefits Dejong suggests, 

one might just as easily argue the reverse: that the tormal aspects of search strategy formulation 

distract the user from the mental clarification of the topic. Aiter all, no one is arguing that the 

t Blair, D. C., &Ad to(. E. Maroa, -All Evaluaiioa or Ratrieonl Uenivea_ ror II Fwl-Tcd DOC1IJ:II..' R.,ri...aJ S,.".m," Com
mUD. or ~b. ACM, ZI, 3 (Mar. Ii): Zlt-91. 
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remote online VeL ,ors who constructed these rigid search statement Cormata were modelling 

some idealised user's '1~ntal processes. 

The online interm~ liary systems developed to date have generally been oriented to serve the 

end consumer. That i.s, s) t-ems developed so far are aimed at replacement of the expert, almost 

to the complete exclusion (. . "intelligent assistant" systems useful to the library/information 

professional in a more direct s 'lISe. This i.s not to underrate the value of any user-friendly or 

tutorial system which can free ~ \ information special.i.st of some of the routine instructional 

tuks, but to wonder about the pot. 'If.ial for -LDteillgent uaistanta" as advisors to information 

experta. At this state of library an information science development, maybe truly expert 

information systems which can interact 'reetly with all sorts of novice end users are really not 

yet feuible. It not, system designers may n ~d to addr_ varieties of expert systems to segments 

of user populations, with separate syatema to ""' ,ist information experts. 

Considering the many pouible applicationa ?ted. earlier in this paper, relatively little work 

hu been done outside the area of online search SYSl. 'ClS. And too often, these end-user systems 

have had more of the "'mt.e.rface" and 1_ or "up.; .;.,N" in their functiona. The process of 

conceptualbing an intormation need involves identi6catic 1 or the essential tacets of the question, 

development or a search statement suitably speci6c, but n, ~ 10 narrowly worded as to result in 

retrieval or null seta, choice of a databaae .or databases likely ") ~over the topic, execution of the 

search, refinement of the search strategy' bued on scrutiny 01 ~ 'lart of the search results for 

relevance feedback, and evaluation of the results after the sear, i.s done. Using the various 

seareh languages requir. detailed bowledp of the eommanda aL I .,ptiolll for the systems 

involved, but only to a l ...r degree, judgement. Formulating and revi~ !lg a search strategy Cor 

a given information request may be more complex, though not inevitably. T'he area of "choice of 

appropriate database" haa so far been implemented only in rather limited I" :dance, with choice 

http:special.i.st
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.~. . 
onen left to the user. Relevance judgments as to search results have beel! left to the user. All in 

aU, expert intermediary systems in information retrieval have scarcely ~xhausted the problems of 

the domain. 

Why should this be so? There seem to be several factors wUchtend to limit developments 

in intermediary systems. One problem, the all-or-nothing .1I'awbacka of Boolean searching, 

wo.uld presumably not be modifiable except by the host ve .!dors of systems. Machine learning 

techniques such aa conceptual clustering [0.11 might be 'll..Ieful in studying the inverted index of 

an online vendor's system, as for example to produce more useful categorisations of relative 

levela of subject coverage by databases. This might !)e less than feasible outside the host system, 

unless perhaps used for small incremental improvements [as by ADVISEI to an intermediary 

system via search-by-search analysis ot poetkga, or storace for periodic analysis of postings. 

Financial incentives for such large-seale alte, ation by a vendor of ita search logic are moreover 

difficult to envision. The future uae or a .eoeiative memory in large scale integration haa been 

suggested by one writer [D.2J as offeri'g a possible alternative to the present systems, though 

financial incentives for change rem..in questionable for such enormous systems. Perhaps-

assuming technical feasibility-for such a transformation to take place, the current competitive 

climate among vendors would h,.ve to be altered by the emergence ot a new vendor offering such 

capabilities, even on a small f! ~ale trial database. 

Another likely reasor' for limita in progress of online intermediary systems is the difficulty 

of developing adequak, representations for some judgemental taaks carried out by online 

searchers. Knowing, .n a climate of scarce funds, which databue will yield the best results for a 

given query seems ,,0 be a form of judgement learned oD;lY by considerable experience with many 

databases. Th~ relatively recent emergence of large bibliographie retrieval systems, and the 

everchanging character of economically competitive systems, suuest that expert searchers have 
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not yet codifled this (c;;m' of expertise, at least not completely. Still, one could argue that the 

very process or developing expert systems representations could aid in this codiflcation process. 

End users also judge relevance or online search results in expert intermediary systems. At 

this point in time, that sounds appropriate, as library and information science has yet to find a 

really satisfactory algorithm to predict "relevance." Perhaps, however, an end-user system could 

query users as to factors involved in their judgements of relevance (e.g., was the material 

unrelated in ract? too old? a study the user already knew about?), and store these com menta, 

and periodically uae machine learning capabilities to group these judgements in useful classes. A 

Meta-expert system such as ADVISE [C.81 has adjustable evaluation (unctions, so that an expert 

evaluating uaer comments could run trials weighting various factors as to importance. 

In the environment where end user systems predominate, a more troublesome question haa 

been raised: whether end users really weant to do their own searching [0.3, 0.41. Nor has a. 

taxonomy of difficulty of search types been developed, to allow a system to refer a user to a 

human search intermediary where a search is difficult or inappropriate ror the system involved. 

Again, this assumes that the system could be endowed with satisfactory knowledge of its own 

limitations. As evaluations of current search systems tend to indicate that novice searchers using 

search intermediary systems may be unreliable judges to the comprehensivenese/quality of their 

search results, generic searches which can be expected to be difficult/fruitless must be made 

known to the system it novices' searches are not to deteriorate sharply, and perhaps 

undetectably. 

Yet are there in fact recognilable clue of queri.? And wouldn't any u.eeful taxonomy have 

to consider difficulty or numerous SUbcomponents of the pre-onlia.e and online phases of the 

search? Relatively few systems have dealt with much of the pre-online phase, aspects such as 

concept formulation and development of a query statement. It would appear that better 



modelling oC the reCerence inte"rView process (between inCormation specialist and patron) will be 

necessary to improve Cuture systems' perCormance in pre-search stages . 

. Note also that only one system (INFOS, C.lO] was identified which was categorically 

designed for inCormation proCessionals outside libraries. This too was a search-aid system. As an 

inCormation industry outside library institutions haa already emerged in this country, the 

beginning 01 diversification 01 expert information systems is surely due. 



VI. CONCLUSION 

The evolution of artificial intelligence has been marked by 'reconceptualizations of the 

nature of intelligence. What once was considered the "acid test" of "intelligent" machine 

behavior, once surpuaed, has tended to be superseded by new models of intelligent behavior, and 

newly rigorous testa. 

We have identified several interesting areas for information retrieval applications to expert 

systems and A! in general. Amons these, we sugest the tollowins areas tor future research: 

expert system. in IR areas outside online intermediary systemA, application of concp.ptual 

cluaterins and other machine IearDins techniques to cataloguins (e.g. large conventional 

computeri:aed library catalogs), or to cl...Uication and indexing schemes. 

The seneralist aspecta or expert performance in information storage and retrieval domain. 

may be in the short run a challense, and in the Ions run a likely benefit to expert systems 

builders. In the bqinninp sketched above, information scientists may find the promise of 

creative new tools, for innovative approaches to cl...ic questions. 
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